Introduction
is the amplitude of the K 0 S → π + π − decay, s − and s + are the squared invariant masses of the K 0 S π − and K 0 S π + particle combinations, respectively, and the D decay amplitudes are defined as
Biases from the effects of D 0 − D 0 mixing are potentially significant, but can be confined to 0.1 • with an appropriate measurement strategy. These effects are described in Ref. [30] and are not discussed further in this study. Direct CP violation in the D decay is assumed to be negligible, as the effect is expected to be very small for D → K 0 S π + π − decays in the SM, and has been analysed in Ref. [31] . Under the further assumption that K 0 S is a CP eigenstate, the D decay amplitudes satisfy More recently, a model-independent approach, which is critical when looking for evidence of beyond-the-SM effects [13, [22] [23] [24] , has been favoured. The D decay phase space is split into 2 × N regions, or bins, numbered i = −N to N (omitting zero) that are defined to be symmetric around s − = s + , with i > 0 for s − > s + . The binning scheme used in current experimental measurements of B ± → DK ± decays [13, 22, 24] has N = 8 and is shown in Fig. 1 . Then, the average of cos ∆δ D (s −+ ) over bin i of the D decay phase space is 
the normalisation constants h ± B , and the CP violation observables x ± = r B cos(δ B ± γ) and y ± = r B sin(δ B ± γ).
In model-independent experimental measurements of γ, the signal decay yields in each phase-space bin are expressed via Eq. (2.6) and x ± and y ± are determined via a maximum likelihood fit to the data. As Eq. (2.6) leads to 32 observable yields but 36 unknown parameters, it is necessary to use some external information. It is possible to measure c i and s i using quantum correlated D 0 D 0 pairs produced at the ψ(3770) resonance [10, 11] . Such measurements have been made by the CLEO collaboration [32] , and these have been employed in a range of γ measurements [13, [22] [23] [24] ]. More precise measurements of c i and s i are expected from the BESIII collaboration, and further measurements could also be made from an analysis of charm mixing [33] , or from reconstructed decays of the ψ(3770) meson at LHCb [34] . The K i parameters can also be measured in external samples. It is advantageous to determine the K i parameters from a sample that has as similar kinematics to the B ± → DK ± sample as possible, in order to automatically include corrections from experimental effects, such as reconstruction efficiency and resolution. A sample of flavourtagged D decays is commonly used. Given the current yields of B decays, both the strong phase and K i parameters are taken from external input in order to maximise the sensitivity to x ± and y ± .
The interference in B ± → D(→ K 0 S π + π − )K ± decays presents itself primarily in different distributions over the D-decay phase space between signal decays originating from B + and B − mesons. From an experimental point of view this is highly desirable, as production and detection asymmetries that affect the phase-space-integrated yields can be ignored. In addition to the asymmetry in the distribution over the phase space there is a further CP asymmetry in the phase-space-integrated yields, expected to be around 1 %. This CP asymmetry is very challenging to measure with useful precision, due to the limited sample sizes currently available and possible biases of a similar magnitude from production and detection asymmetries. Hence, in most studies it is ignored and makes no contribution to the overall determination of γ.
CP violation and material interaction of neutral kaons
The derivation in the preceding section assumed that K 0 S is a CP eigenstate, however this is known to be an approximation. Including CP violation in the neutral kaons, the mass eigenstates K 0 S and K 0 L are given by 8) in terms of the CP even (odd) eigenstates
The phase-conventionĈP |K 0 = |K 0 is used and direct CP violation in the kaon decay is ignored, as the effect is three orders of magnitude smaller than indirect CP violation [35] . The non-zero amplitude for the 11) in terms of the parameters
where m S(L) and Γ S(L) are the mass and decay width of the K 0 S (K 0 L ) mass eigenstates, and the parameters χ andχ describe the material interaction of the K 0 and K 0 flavour eigenstates. The χ (χ) parameter is proportional to the forward scattering amplitude of a K 0 (K 0 ) meson in a traversed material. In Eq. (2.11), ψ 0 S and ψ 0 L are the initial K 0 S and K 0 L components of the neutral kaon state, which depend on the phase-space coordinates of the 
with the normalisation constant N = 1 + | | 2 /(1 − 2 ). Thus it can be seen that
with an analogous expression for the D 0 decay amplitudes. Therefore, the generalised relations between the D 0 and D 0 amplitudes are 
, and therefore the corresponding k i in the K 2 (∝ K 0 − K 0 ) amplitude will have a relative minus sign. The DCS resonances couple to the K 0 component of K 1 , and so the corresponding k j in the K 2 amplitude will have a relative plus sign. For the h + h − resonances, there will be a coupling to both the K 0 and K 0 components, however the coupling to the K 0 component is expected to be suppressed with a Cabibbo suppression factor r k e iδ k , where r k tan 2 θ C 0.05 is determined by the Cabibbo angle θ C and δ k can take any value. Therefore, the k k for these resonances have a relative −(1 − 2r k e iδ k ) factor in the K 2 amplitude. The same effect leads to the differences in decay rates between
]. An important consequence of these substitution rules is that
where r A tan 2 θ C and ∆A(s +− ) ∼ A D 1 (s +− ) are of the same order of magnitude (at least when averaged over the bins used in γ measurements). This relation is sufficient to make the qualitative arguments of Section 2.3, while the full set of substitution rules above are used in the quantitative studies of Section 3.
Impact on γ measurements

With suitable models to calculate
) and knowledge of ∆χ for the materials relevant to an experimental setting, Eqs. (2.10), (2.11), and (2.15) can be integrated to calculate the expected phase-space bin yields, N ± i , including the effects of kaon CP violation and material interaction. Preliminary to doing this in Section 3, it is useful to look at the lowest order corrections to Eq. (2.6) in and r χ = 1 2 ∆χ ∆λ , the dimensionless parameter governing material interactions. For LHCb and Belle II the average |r χ | 10 −3 , as detailed in the Section 3. The studies of this section are made with the assumption of a flat phasespace efficiency and uniform acceptance over all decay times. Time-acceptance effects will be treated in Section 3. To first order in r χ , the expression in Eq. (2.11) simplifies to [38]
In model-independent measurements, the K i are obtained in a data-driven way using flavour-tagged D samples, and by averaging over D 0 and D 0 decays. Therefore it proves beneficial to introduce the parameterŝ , and therefore the arguments below, based onK i , will also hold for model-dependent measurements. Employing Eq. (2.17) in Eq. (2.19), the expected yields can be written
, and O(r B r χ ). Since r B ∼ r A ∼ 10 −1 (in B ± → DK ± decays) and r χ ∼ ∼ 10 −3 , these terms are all of the same order of magnitude. The new normalisation constants h
The parameters (ĉ i ,ŝ i ) have been introduced to denote the measured average strong-phases, which are expected to differ from (c i , s i ) at O( ), since neutral kaon CP violation is not taken into account in the measurements by CLEO. The corrections are thus in the neglected O(r B ) terms.
Two observations can be made from the expression in (2.20). The first is that the phase-space distribution is only changed at O(r ) compared to the expression in Eq. (2.6), if the measuredK i are used in the experimental analysis. As the D 0 − D 0 interference term that provides sensitivity to γ enters at order O(r B ), the impact on γ measurements can be expected to be ∆γ/γ ∼ O(r /r B ). For B → DK analyses, where r B 0.1, this is at the permille level, so the induced ∆γ bias can be expected to be smaller than 1 • . This holds true, unless the integrated material interaction, and thereby effective r χ , varies significantly across the D-decay phase-space due to experimental effects. However, this is unlikely to be the case in practice, since no significant correlation between the phase-space coordinates and the travel direction of the kaon is expected.
The second observation relates to potential future measurements of γ, which may also include sensitivity from the total, phase-space-integrated yield asymmetry
which was considered in Ref.
[27]. In the limit r B → 0 the expression agrees with the result for the analogous asymmetry in
[42], evaluated to O( ) for an infinite and uniform time-acceptance. The asymmetry due to CP violation in the neutral kaon sector, governed by ∆h, is of approximately the same order of magnitude as the asymmetry due to γ being non-zero. This is illustrated in Fig. 2 , where the expression in Eq. (2.22) is plotted in the default case where ∆h = 0, using the model in Ref.
[39] to calculate K i and c i , as well as including neutral kaon CP violation and material interaction effects, calculated using r χ = , with taking the value in Eq. (2.9). The asymmetry changes significantly when including the latter effects. Therefore, measurements based only on the global asymmetry will suffer relative biases of tens of degrees, not a few degrees, if neutral kaon CP violation and material interaction is not taken into account. The contribution to A total due to CP violation in the B decay is an order of magnitude smaller than the O(r B ) expectation described in Ref. [27] 
The reason is that K 0 S π + π − is not a CP eigenstate and the strong-phase ∆δ D (s −+ ) has a non-trivial phasespace dependence. This results in the CF and DCS interference term, which governs the CP asymmetry, changing sign over phase-space and therefore giving a small contribution to the phase-space-integrated yields.
Expected biases in LHCb and Belle II
In order to estimate the effects of CP violation and material interaction on γ measurements that are based on the phase-space distribution of signal decays, the equations of Section 2.2 need to be evaluated to at least O(r ). Therefore a set of numerical studies are carried out, in which calculations are made to all orders in , r χ , r A and r B . Furthermore, the bias effects depend on the specific detector material budget and time acceptance of a given experiment. The bias is calculated considering the conditions at the two main flavour physics experiments where measurements of γ will be performed in the next decade: LHCb and Belle II.
Time acceptance, momentum distribution, and material parameters
Experiment specific biases are obtained for LHCb and Belle II, by assuming time acceptances, momentum distributions, and detector geometries typical of the experiments. The LHCb experiment is a forward arm spectrometer where the B mesons are produced in proton-proton collisions at 13 TeV. Subsequent decays of the K 0 S are highly boosted and can occur within different detector subsystems, which leads to two distinct categories of candidates, with different mean lifetimes and material traversed. Therefore two scenarios are considered for LHCb: one in which the decay products of the K 0 S leave reconstructed tracks in both the silicon vertex detector and downstream tracking detectors (denoted long-long or LL), and one in which the decay products of the K 0 S only leave tracks in the downstream tracking detectors (denoted down-down or DD). At Belle II, B mesons are produced from decays of Υ(4S) mesons, produced in asymmetric electron-positron collisions. This leads to substantially different decay kinematics in comparison to those found at LHCb. A single scenario is considered for Belle II, because nearly all the K 0 S mesons produced in signal decays in Belle II decay within the tracking volume, with more than 90 % decaying in the vertex detector according to the studies described below. Thus, three scenarios are considered in total: LL LHCb, DD LHCb, and Belle II.
In order to model the experimental time acceptance, the time-dependent integral in Eq. (2.10) is only carried out over a finite time interval (τ 1 , τ 2 ). The intervals are defined for each of the three experimental categories, by requiring that a neutral kaon, if produced at x = y = z = 0 with momentum p = (p T , p z ), decays within the relevant part of the corresponding detector. The time acceptance has a significant impact for the LHCb categories, where some 20 % of the kaons escape the tracking stations completely before decaying, whereas the resulting cut-off, τ 2 , is large enough in Belle II to have negligible significance. A discussion on the exact requirements placed, and corresponding decay lengths, is found in appendix A.
The neutral kaon momentum distribution in LHCb is obtained using RapidSim [43] , which can generate decays of B mesons with the kinematic distribution found in LHCb collisions, and falling in the LHCb acceptance. The momentum distribution in Belle II is estimated by decaying B mesons with a momentum of 1.50 GeV/c along the z-axis using RapidSim, corresponding to the γβ = 0.28 boost of the centre-of-mass system in Belle II when operated at the Υ(4S) resonance [26] . A perfect 4π angular acceptance is assumed. The generated D → K 0 S π + π − decays are uniformly distributed in phase space. The RapidSim samples for LHCb are reweighted to take the relevant time acceptance into account. This is not necessary for Belle II, as all produced K 0 S mesons decay in the tracking volume. The resulting momentum distributions for the three types of sample are shown in Fig. 3 .
The parameter ∆χ describes the matter-interaction effect, as detailed in Section 2.2. It depends on kaon momentum and varies along a given kaon path, as the kaon intersects detector components made of different materials. In these studies, the calculations are simplified by using a constant set of average material parameters for each experimental scenario.
The average material parameters can be estimated for a given experimental scenario by considering the type and length of material traversed by a kaon in the relevant sub-detector(s). A detailed description of the calculation is given in appendix A. The average value of the dimensionless parameter r χ = 1 2 ∆χ ∆λ , which governs the size of the matter regeneration effect, can be calculated for the three considered experimental scenarios, and the averages are found to satisfy |r LL χ | = 2.7 × 10 −3 , |r DD χ | = 2.2 × 10 −3 , and |r Belle II
The LHCb detector is undergoing a significant upgrade prior to the start of the LHC Run 3. However, the material budget and geometry of the relevant sub-detectors will be similar to the sub-detectors used during Run 1 and 2 [44, 45] . Hence the results of this study will be valid for measurements during the upgrade phases of LHCb, even though the detector parameters presented in this section relate to the original LHCb detector.
Calculation procedure
In the numerical bias studies studies, the amplitude model for
[39] is taken to represent the A 1 (s +− ) amplitude. Then A 2 (s +− ) is obtained as described in Section 2.2. In terms of A 1 and A 2 , the amplitudes A gives the kaon state as a function of time, phase-space coordinates, and the material parameter ∆χ. The neutral kaon state components, ψ S (t) and ψ S (t), are inserted into Eq. (2.10), which is integrated numerically over time and the phase-space bins of Fig. 1 to obtain the expected yields in each bin. These integrals use the experimental time acceptance that was described in Section 3.1. The signal yields depend on the momentum via the time-acceptance parameters τ 1 and τ 2 , and because the material interaction parameter ∆χ is momentum dependent. Therefore, the yields are averaged over the K 0 S momentum distributions of LHCb and Belle II. The neutral kaon momentum in the lab frame is correlated with m 2 (π + π − ), and in order to take this correlation into account in the averaging, the kaon p, p z , and p T distributions are extracted for a number of different m 2 (π + π − ) values, using the RapidSim samples described in Section 3.1. In order to keep the calculations manageable, the distributions of kaon p, p z , and p T for each phase-space point are divided into 5 quantiles and the 5 medians of these quantiles are used to represent the overall distribution.
The parameters x ± and y ± are determined by a maximum likelihood fit to the calculated yields, using the default yield expression in Eq. (2.6), which ignores the presence of CP violation and material interaction in the neutral kaon sector. The fit result and covariance matrix are interpreted in terms of the physics parameters (γ, r B , δ B ) using another maximum likelihood fit [4] , to allow for the extraction of the bias ∆γ = γ − γ 0 . In the fits, the K i are obtained using the definition
decays in bin i of the D decay phase space, calculated as described above for r 0 B = 0. This corresponds to experimentally measuring the K i in a control channel, and takes the effect of neutral kaon CP violation and material interaction on K i measurements into account, as well the experimental time acceptance. The (c i , s i ) are calculated using A 1 (s +− ) and the experimental time acceptance is taken into account in this calculation as well. While a model-independent method is specifically used here to determine biases, it is expected that traditional and new unbinned methods such as those in Refs [14-20] and Ref. [46] , respectively, will be similarly biased if the kaon CP -violation and regeneration are not accounted for.
Results
The obtained bias ∆γ is shown as a function of input γ 0 for the various experimental conditions in Fig. 4 . The calculations are made using (r 0 B , δ 0 B ) = (0.1, 130 • ), approximately equal to the physics parameters relevant for B ± → DK ± decays [6, 7] . The bias does not vary significantly with γ 0 in the plotted range, which includes the world average value of direct γ measurements as well as the values obtained in full unitarity-triangle fits [6] [7] [8] , and for all cases, the bias is found to be below 0.5 • , corresponding to relative biases of about half a percent. Thus the biases are of O(r /r B ) as expected, given the arguments of Section 2. The contributions from the individual K 0 S CPV and material interaction effects are also shown. It is seen that the neutral kaon CP violation and material interaction effects leads to approximately equal biases in all three cases.
Given the decay-time acceptance and momentum distribution for each experimental category, the mean life time, τ , of the reconstructed kaons can be calculated. In terms of the K 0
for the LHCb DD category, and at Belle II τ Belle II τ K 0
S
. The difference in average kaon lifetime is reflected in the observed biases, which are found to be larger in the samples with longer lived kaons. The very small effect in the LL category is to be expected because the CP -violation effect due to K 0 S not being CP -even is approximately cancelled by the CP -violation effect arising from K 0 S − K 0 L interference for kaons with decay times much smaller than τ K 0 S
[42]. The time dependence of the bias effect means that it can potentially be beneficial to restrict a measurement to using short-lived K 0 S mesons in a future scenario, where the impact of K 0 S CP violation is comparable to the statistical precision of the measurement. For example, the bias can reduced by 40 % in the Belle II scenario if only K 0 S mesons decaying within 8 cm of the beam axis are included in the measurement. This requirement only removes 20 % of the signal yield, and hence only increases the statistical uncertainty of the measurement by 10 %.
The uncertainty bands in Fig. 4 are calculated by repeating the study while varying some of the inputs. The model dependence of the predicted biases is probed by repeating the study using two other amplitude models as input for A 1 (s +− ) and A 2 (s +− ): the model published in Ref.
[16] and the model included in EvtGen [47] . The use of different models change the predicted biases by up to 0.05 • . When defining A 2 (s +− ) in terms of A 1 (s +− ), there is an uncertainty due to the unknown (r k , δ k ) parameters used to describe the ππ resonance terms. This uncertainty is assessed by making the study with 50 different random realisations of the parameter set. The phases δ k are sampled uniformly in the interval [0, 2π] while the r k are sampled from a normal distribution with µ = tan 2 θ C and σ = µ/2. The uncertainty is about 0.05 • across the three experiments considered. The studies are repeated while varying the time acceptances and material densities with ±10 %. The largest deviations in biases are found to be below 0.05 • . The dependence on the handling of the momentum distribution is estimated by repeating the study using 10 and 20 quantiles to describe the momentum distributions at each point in phase space, instead of 5. The variation in the results is taken as the systematic uncertainty, and found to be below 0.01 • for all experiments. There is an additional uncertainty due to the use of simulation samples generated with RapidSim to describe the kaon momentum distribution, in lieu of full detector simulations. The uncertainty has not been considered here. Full detector simulation should be used if specific experimental measurements are to be corrected for the biases described in this study.
There is also an uncertainty from the use of (c i , s i ) as calculated using A 1 (s +− ). It is to be expected that the measured values (ĉ i ,ŝ i ) from the CLEO collaboration differ by those calculated using A D 1 (s − , s + ) by terms of O( ) due to neutral kaon CP violation, which is not taken into account in the measurement [32] . These corrections can be calculated via a procedure analogous to the one used to estimate the corrections on measurements of γ in this paper. However, as these corrections are much smaller than the experimental uncertainties in the measurement, they have not been studied further.
It is interesting to evaluate the bias obtained if the K i are calculated from A 1 (s +− ), without any corrections due to neutral kaon CP violation and material interaction. If this is done, while the full experimental time acceptance is taken into account, the biases only change by up to 0.01 • , across the experiments. This is because the O( ) corrections in Eq. (2.19) , where the expected measured K i is given to lowest order in and r χ , only affect the overall normalisation. If the time acceptance is not taken into account, biases of several degrees can occur, irrespective of the presence of neutral kaon CP violation or material interaction effects.
While the B ± → DK ± decay mode provides the best sensitivity to γ, it is also possible to measure γ in other B decay channels, such as B ± → D * K ± , B ± → DK * ± , B 0 → DK * 0 , and B ± → Dπ ± . For the purpose of the study presented here, the main difference between The γ measurements treated in this paper can be made using other D-decay final states,
The biases from neutral kaon CP violation and material interaction on measurements of γ based the D decay phase-space distributions should be of similar size in these decay channels, as those presented for D → K 0 S π + π − in this paper. The impact on γ measurements based on the phase-space-integrated yield asymmetry can be expected to be tens of degrees for the D → K 0 S K + K − channel, where the yield asymmetry is expected to be around 2 %, for the reasons explained in Section 2.3. The D → K 0 S π + π − π 0 decay, however, is dominantly CP -odd [49] , and the bias in measurements based on the total asymmetry is therefore expected to be O(r B ), ie. a few degrees [27] . More precise calculations of the biases would require a repeat of the study included here, with relevant amplitude models and binning schemes in place.
The studies presented here can be used to assign systematic uncertainties to measurements while the statistical uncertainties continue to dominate. As the statistical uncertainty becomes comparable with the bias effects described in this paper, the systematic uncertainty should be assigned by repeating the studies with a detailed detector simulation. This would incorporate a more accurate description of the K 0 S decay-time acceptance, of the full selection criteria, and the traversed material. The detailed calculations can also be used to apply a bias correction if desired.
Conclusion
CP violation and material interaction of neutral kaons constitute sources of bias in measurements of the CKM angle γ based on
The relative induced bias due to these effects has been shown to be of permille level for measurements based on the difference in distributions over the D decay phase space between signal decays originating from B + and B − mesons. However, measurements based only on the phasespace-integrated yield asymmetry between B + and B − decays, have been show to suffer biases as large as tens of degrees. The expected biases in measurements based on the phasespace distribution have been estimated for experimental conditions corresponding to LHCb and Belle II and found to be below 0.5 • , which is smaller than the precision the experiments expect to reach in this decay mode during their lifetimes.
which is positioned in between the VELO and the downstream trackers (the RICH1). For the LL LHCb category, it is required that the kaon decays before reaching z max = 280 mm, corresponding to a decay where the decay products traverse at least 3 VELO segments (ignoring a number of widely spaced VELO segments placed at a distance of up to z = 750 mm from the interaction point) [50] . For the DD LHCb category a decay at z ∈ [280, 2350] mm is required, corresponding to decay between the LL cut-off and the first downstream tracking station [51] . For Belle II, it is assumed that the K 0 S reconstruction is similar to the Belle K 0 S reconstruction, which is based on a neural network and reconstructs K 0 S decays for which the decay product leave tracks in the drift chamber only, as well as decays with decay products that leave tracks in both the drift chamber and silicon vertex detectors [52, 53] . Therefore, the K 0 S decay is required to be within r max = 1130 mm of the beam axis, corresponding to a decay within the outer radius of the drift-chamber [26] . In practice, most of the kaons decay inside the silicon vertex detector, the outermost layer of which is at r = 140 mm [26], so requiring a decay before 1130 mm is essentially equivalent to having no time cut-off.
The parameter ∆χ that describes the material interaction in Eq. (2.11) is related to the forward scattering amplitude f (f ) of K 0 (K 0 ) mesons in a given material [37, 38] 
where N = N A ρ/A is the scattering centre density of the material, m K is the mass of the kaon state, A and ρ are the nucleon number and density of the material, and N A is Avogadro's number. Measurements made for a range of nuclei [54] show that in the momentum range p K ∈ [20, 140] GeV/c
where the phase of ∆f is determined via a phase-power relation [55] . In the numerical studies presented here, Eq. (A.2) is also used for the low momentum neutral kaons in the Belle II calculations, as a more detailed modelling of the low momentum ∆χ based on Ref. [56] is found to yield very similar results. The scattering centre density N is approximated as being constant, equal to the average density along a neutral kaon path due to its intersection with different detector segments. This average is estimated using the simplifying assumption that the total detector material budget is due to silicon. In practice, N = N A ρ/A is calculated using A = 28 and ρ = f Si ρ Si , where f Si < 1 is the average fraction of a neutral kaon path length that is inside detector material, estimated via the known dimensions of the detector, the average nuclear interaction length seen by a track traversing it, and the nuclear interaction length of silicon λ Si I = 465.2 mm [35]. To calculate the average material density for the LL LHCb category, the full length of the VELO, L V ELO = 750 mm, is used, as the average ∆x/λ I = 3.8 % is given for particles traversing the whole detector in Ref. [50] . The calculation yields f Si LL = (∆x/λ I ) × λ Si I /L V ELO = 2.4 %. The corresponding number in the DD category, in which the neutral kaons traverse both the VELO and the RICH1 detector, is obtained by assuming that the space be-tween z = 750 mm and z = 2350 mm is taken by the RICH1, in which the average nuclear interaction length seen is ∆x/λ I = 2.6 % [57] . Averaging the density between the VELO and RICH1 detectors yields f Si DD = 1.6 % (the average is weighted with a factor,
)], using the mean K 0 S momentum, to take into account that more K 0 S mesons decay earlier, where the density is higher, rather than later). In Belle II the particle travels approximately 6 % of a radiation length in the beam pipe and vertex detectors [58] , which stretch to r = 140 mm [26] , and another 6 % of a radiation length in the drift chamber [58] (using the approximate material budget in the central region θ ∈ [35 • , 120 • ]), which stretches to r = 1130 mm [26] . A calculation analogous to those above, but using the radiation length of silicon X Si 0 = 93.7 mm [35], yields f Si Belle II = 3.8 %. As for the LHCb calculations, the full radial length of the detector segments are used because the material budget is given for tracks traversing the whole detector, and the average is calculated with a weight factor of
The average value of r χ = [25] LHCb collaboration, Physics case for an LHCb Upgrade II, 1808.08865.
[26] Belle II collaboration, The Belle II Physics book, 1808.10567. 
